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Binance Coin (BNB) is showing signs of a potential recovery, with indicators pointing to potential new highs
for the year.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

BNB bull flag and blockchain DApp activity hint at price recovery
BNB price gains strength as network activity improves and new incentives launch.
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Dogecoin experienced a significant rise, reaching a 7-day high, in the wake of the development of
XPayments.
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Dogecoin hits 7-day high following XPayments creation, trader bribes way to $7M profit: Finance
Redefined
Most of the top 100 DeFi tokens made a U-turn recovery to mark a total TVL above $71.6 billion.
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Bitcoin's price has surged to $42,000, sparking optimism among traders. This increase is attributed to
several factors, leading to expectations of a return to previous high price points.
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Bitcoin traders expect a return to swing highs after BTC price hits $42,000
Bitcoin recaptures the $42,000 level, a potential sign that the recent sell-off has ended.
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Explore the five leading trends and sectors within the cryptocurrency market that are expected to be pivotal
in 2024.
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Bitcoin traders expect a return to swing highs after BTC price hits $42,000
Bitcoin recaptures the $42,000 level, a potential sign that the recent sell-off has ended.
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Is it a market dip 📉 or a discount 🛒 ? The #crypto community has an answer!
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Dip or discount? Crypto community schools us on market moves
Community members brought up dollar-cost averaging, which is a technique that spreads out investment...
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🥅 Ronaldo meets #NFT fans on the field! A memorable day for Ronaldo's NFT holders at a #Binance
event.
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Cristiano Ronaldo kicks it with NFT holders as court challenges loom
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Cristiano Ronaldo signed a multiyear NFT partnership with Binance in 2022 and released his first NFT co...
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🌧 $700M token airdrops: it’s raining #crypto! Over a week, protocols are set to distribute $700M in #token
airdrops.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Airdrop season? Protocols offer $700M in token airdrops over a week
Ethereum scaling solution AltLayer has launched its ALT token with a $100 million airdrop as other proje...
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U.S. gov’t to sell #Bitcoin worth $118M, OneCoin lawyer sentenced to 10 years, Bitwise transparency 👀  

Explore the intriguing stories behind the headlines in the latest episode of Rise'n'Crypto.   Tune in ... See more
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Tired of feeling like you're shouting into a void? Pop Social amplifies creator voices, providing a platform
where talent is recognized & rewarded through a transparent tokenized economy [Cointelegraph
Acceleration]
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Empowering every voice: How Pop Social fixes what's broken in social media
Social media platforms have become data refineries, extracting user information with little regard for priv...
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𝗕𝗥𝗖-𝟮𝟬: 𝗕𝘂𝗶𝗹𝗱𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗨𝘁𝗶𝗹𝗶𝘁𝘆 𝗼𝗻 #𝗕𝗶𝘁𝗰𝗼𝗶𝗻 𝗮𝘀 𝗮𝗻 𝗘𝘅𝘁𝗲𝗻𝘀𝗶𝗼𝗻 𝗼𝗳 𝗦𝗮𝘁𝗼𝘀𝗵𝗶’𝘀 𝗩𝗶𝘀𝗶𝗼𝗻 👀 

The new episode of the Hashing It Out podcast delves into BRC-20 and BTCFi, featuring insights... See more
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